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ABSTRACT
The need for interpretable and accountable intelligent system
gets sensible as artificial intelligence plays more role in human
life. Explainable artificial intelligence systems can be a solu-
tion by self-explaining the reasoning behind the decisions and
predictions of the intelligent system. Researchers from differ-
ent disciplines work together to define, design and evaluate
interpretable intelligent systems for the user. Our work sup-
ports the different evaluation goals in interpretable machine
learning research by a thorough review of evaluation method-
ologies used in machine-explanation research across the fields
of human-computer interaction, visual analytics, and machine
learning. We present a 2D categorization of interpretable
machine learning evaluation methods and show a mapping
between user groups and evaluation measures. Further, we
address the essential factors and steps for a right evaluation
plan by proposing a nested model for design and evaluation of
explainable artificial intelligence systems.
INTRODUCTION
Although the fantasy of the “super-human” may still be long
way off, the “super-AI” is much closer our current reality.
Tech giants like Google, Facebook, and Amazon, have already
collected and analyzed enough personal data through smart-
phones, personal assistant devices, and social media that can
model individuals better than other people. Recent negative
interference of social media bots in political elections [127,
52] were yet another sign of how susceptible our lives are
to the power of artificial intelligence (AI) and big data [92].
In these circumstances, despite tech giants and the thirst for
more advanced systems, others suggest holding off on fully
unleashing AI for critical applications until they can be bet-
ter understood by those who will rely on them. The demand
for predictable and trustable AI grows as we get closer to
inventing the unimaginable super-AI.
Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) systems can be a
solution to predictable and accountable AI by explaining AI
decision-making processes and logic for end users [41]. One
can define XAI as a self-explanatory intelligent system that
describes the reasoning behind its decisions and predictions.
The AI explanations (either on-demand explanations or in the
form of model description) could benefit users in many ways
such as improving safety and fairness when relying on AI
decisions.
While the increasing impact of advanced black-box machine
learning systems in the big-data-era has driven much attention
from multiple different communities, interpretability of intelli-
gent systems has also been studied in numerous contexts [96,
38]. The study of personalized agents, recommendation sys-
tems, and critical decision-making tasks (e.g., medical analy-
sis, powergrid control) span application domains interested in
machine-learning explanation and AI transparency. The legal
right to explanations has also been established in the European
Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) commis-
sion. While the current state of regulations is mainly focused
on user data protection and privacy, it is expected to cover
more algorithmic transparency and explanations requirement
from AI systems [37].
Obviously, finding answers to such broad definitions of XAI
requires multidisciplinary research efforts. For instance, re-
search in the domain of machine learning seeks to design
new interpretable models and explain black-box models with
ad-hoc explainers. Along the same line but with different ap-
proaches, researchers in visual analytics design and study tools
and methods for data and domain experts to visualize com-
plex black-box models and study interactions to manipulate
machine learning models. To study the concerns of end-users,
research in human-computer interaction (HCI) focuses on end-
user needs such as user trust and understanding of machine
generate explanations. Psychology research also studies the
fundamentals of human understanding, interpretability, the
structure of explanations.
Looking at the broad spectrum of research on XAI, it is clear
that scholars from different disciplines have different goals in
mind. In other words, even though XAI research are following
the general goals of AI interpretability, different measures
and metrics are used to evaluate the XAI goals. For exam-
ple, numerical methods are practiced in machine learning
field to evaluate computational interpretability, while human
interpretability and human-subjects evaluations are often the
primary goals in HCI and visual analytics communities. In this
regard, although there seems to be a mismatch in objectives
for the scholars to define, design, and evaluate the concept of
XAI, there is no doubt that certain types of convergence in
XAI research are necessary to achieve the benefits of XAI.
This paper presents a survey intended to share knowledge
and experiences of machine-explanation evaluation methods
across multiple disciplines. To support the diverse evaluation
goals in XAI research, after a thorough review of XAI related
papers in the fields of machine learning, visualization, and
HCI, we present a categorization of interpretable machine
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learning evaluation methods and show a mapping between
user groups and evaluation measures. We further address the
essential factors and steps for an effective evaluation plan by
proposing a nested model for design and evaluation of explain-
able artificial intelligence systems. The main contribution of
this model is to give guidance on what evaluation measures
are appropriate to use at which stages of study considering the
XAI end-users.
BACKGROUND
Nowadays, algorithms analyze user data and affect the
decision-making process for millions of people on matters
like employment, insurance rates, loan rates, and even crimi-
nal justice [21]. However, these algorithms that serve critical
roles in many industries have their own disadvantages that can
result in discrimination [24, 118] and unfair decision-making
[92]. For instance, recently, news feed and targeted advertis-
ing algorithms in social media have taken much attention for
leading the lack of information diversity in social media [13].
A significant part of trouble could be because algorithmic
decision-making systems—unlike recommender systems—do
not let users choose between the recommended items and
instead pick the most relevant content or option for the user.
Bellotti and Keith [7] argue that intelligent context-aware
systems should not act on our behalf. They suggest user
control over the system as a principle to support the account-
ability of a system and its users. Transparency can provide
essential information for decision making which is hidden
to the end users and causing blind faith [130]. Key benefits
of algorithmic transparency and interpretability include user
awareness [4], bias and discrimination detection [26, 118],
interpretable behavior of intelligent systems [70], and account-
ability for users [27]. Furthermore, considering the increasing
examples of discrimination and other lawful aspects of al-
gorithmic decision making, researchers are demanding and
investigating transparency and accountability of AI under the
law to mitigate adverse effects of algorithmic decision mak-
ing [30, 84, 123].
Auditing Inexplicable AI
Researchers audit algorithms to study bias and discrimination
in algorithmic decision making [111] and study user awareness
about the effect of these algorithms [32]. Auditing algorithms
is a mechanism of investigating algorithms’ functionality to
detect bias and other unwanted algorithm behaviors from the
outside without the need to know about specific design details.
Auditing methods focus on problematic effects in algorithmic
decision making and take technical implementation details
aside. To audit an algorithm, researchers feed new inputs to
the algorithm and review system output and behavior. Re-
searchers generate new data and user accounts with the help
of scripts, bots [24] and crowdsourcing [42] to emulate real
data and real users in the auditing process. For bias detection
among multiple algorithms, cross-platform auditing can detect
if an algorithm behaves differently from another algorithm. A
recent example of cross-platform auditing is work by Eslami
et al. [33], in which they analyzed user reviews in three hotel
booking websites to study user awareness of bias in online
rating algorithms. These examples show that auditing algo-
rithms is a valuable but time-taking process that could not be
scaled easily to high number of algorithms. This calls for new
research for solutions toward algorithmic transparency.
Explainable AI
Along with the aforementioned methods for supporting trans-
parency, machine learning explanations also became a com-
mon approach to achieve transparency in many applications
like social media, e-commerce and data-driven management
of human workers [119, 120, 68]. The systems in these con-
texts generate explanations and describe the reasoning behind
machine-learning decisions and predictions. Machine-learning
explanations enable users to understand how the data is pro-
cessed and supports awareness of possible bias and systems
malfunctions. For example, to measure users perception of
justice in intelligent decision making, Binns et al. [11] stud-
ied explanations in daily-life systems such as determining car
insurance rates and loan application approvals. Their results
highlight the importance of machine learning explanations
in users’ comprehension and trust in algorithmic decision-
making system. In similar work studying knowledge of social
media algorithms, Radar et al. [98] ran a crowdsourced study
to see how different types of explanations effects users’ beliefs
on newsfeed algorithm transparency in a social media platform.
In their study, they measured users’ awareness, correctness,
and accountability to evaluate algorithmic transparency. They
found that all explanations caused users to become more aware
of the system behavior. Keeping human-users accountable is
another crucial aspect in transparent machine learning. Stumpf
et al. [116] designed experiments to investigate meaningful
explanations and interactions to hold users accountable by
machine learning algorithms. They show explanations as a
potential for rich human-computer collaboration to share intel-
ligence and keep users accountable.
The recent advancements and trends for explainable AI re-
search demands a wide range of goals for transparency and
study across varied application areas. Our review encourages a
cross-disicpline perspective of intelligibility and transparency
goals.
SURVEY METHOD AND TERMINOLOGY
To help capture and organize the breadth of designs and goals
for XAI evaluation, we conducted a survey of the research
literature. We used a structured and iterative methodology
to find all XAI related scopes and categorize the evaluation
methods presented in research articles. Our literature review
includes more than 50 papers directly related to the evaluation
of XAI systems including but not limited to research on inter-
pretable machine learning, machine explanations in intelligent
agents and context-aware systems, explanatory debugging, ex-
plainable artificial intelligence, algorithmic transparency and
fairness, interactive model visualization, and deep learning
visualization. We selected existing works from top computer
science conferences and journals across the fields of HCI, visu-
alization, and machine learning. However, since XAI is a quite
fast growing topic, we did not want to exclude arXiv preprints
and useful discussions in workshop papers. In our iterative
paper selection method, we started with 40 papers related to
XAI across three research fields as mentioned above, and we
used selective coding to identify 15 research attributes. After
careful review and analysis of XAI goals and their evaluation
methods in the literature, we recognized the following three
attributes to be most significant for our purposes of organizing
XAI evaluation methods:
• Research discipline. We categorized research related to
XAI topic into four disciplines including machine learning,
data visualization, HCI, and psychology.
• Targeted Users. We categorized types of users of XAI
systems into three groups: AI novices (most of the general
public), data experts (experts in data analytics and domain
experts), and AI experts.
• Evaluation Measures. The measures used to evaluate the
XAI goals. The measures include user’s mental model,
user’s trust and reliance, user’s satisfaction and understand-
ing, human-machine task performance, and computational
measures.
On the second round of collecting XAI literature, we fol-
lowed upward and downward literature investigation using the
Google Scholar search engine to include 30 more papers to
our reference table. We focused our search by XAI related
topics and keywords including but not limited to: interpretabil-
ity, explainability, intelligibility, transparency, algorithmic
decision-making, fairness, trust, mental model, and debugging
in machine learning and AI.
With this information, we made a third iteration and used axial
coding to organize the literature, and we started discussions
on our proposed evaluation categorization. Finally, to main-
tain reasonable literature coverage and balance the number of
papers for each of our categories of evaluation measures and
goals, we added another 30 papers to our reference table.
To familiarize readers with common XAI concepts that are
repeatedly referenced in this review, the following subsections
summarize high-level characterizations of XAI explanations.
Global and Local Explanations
One way to classify explanations is by their interpretation
scale. For instance, an explanation could be as thorough as
describing the entire machine learning model. Alternatively, it
could only partially explain the model, or it could be limited to
explaining an individual input instance. Global explanations
(or model explanations) in an explanation type that describes
how the whole machine learning model works. Model vi-
sualization and summaries of decision rules are examples of
explanations falling in this category. In contrast, local explana-
tions (or instance explanations) aim to explain the relationship
between a specific input-output pairs or the reasoning behind
an individual user queries. This type of explanation is thought
to be less overwhelming for novices, and it can be suited for
investigating edge cases for the model or debugging data.
Explanation Formats
As with all types of machine learning explanations, the goal is
to reveal new information about the underlying system. In this
survey, we mainly focus on human-understandable explana-
tions, though we note that some researchers have studies forms
of explanations that are not limited to humans understanding
(e.g., [91]).
Explanations can be designed using a variety of formats. Vi-
sual explanations use visual elements to describe the reasoning
behind the machine learning models. Attention maps and vi-
sual saliency in the form of heatmaps [131, 113] are examples
of visual explanations that are widely used machine learn-
ing literature. Explanation interfaces commonly make use of
visual elements combined with various other explanation com-
ponents. Verbal explanations describe the machine learning
model and reasoning with words, text, or natural language.
Verbal explanations are popular in applications like question-
answering explanations, decision lists [67], and explanation
interfaces [88]. This form of explanation has also been imple-
mented in recommendation systems[8, 44] and robotics [104]
Analytic explanation is another approach to see and explore
data and machine learning models representations [49] Ana-
lytic explanations commonly rely on numerical metrics and
data visualizations. For instance, visual analytics methods
allow researchers review model structures and their parame-
ters in complex deep models. Heatmap visualizations [115],
graphs and networks [36], and hierarchical (decision trees)
visualization are commonly used to visualize analytic explana-
tions for interpretable machine learning algorithms.
What to Explain
When users are face a complex intelligent system, they may
demand different types of explanatory information. For exam-
ple, while an explicit model representation of an algorithm is
one way to assist in explaining a model, users may also be able
to develop a mental model of the system based on a collection
of individual instances. Each explanation can be designed to
explain in different ways. For instance, why-type explanations
to describe why a result was generated for particular input.
Such explanations aim to communicate what features in input
data [100, 71] or what logic in the model [101, 67] resulted in
a given machine output. Simiarly, why-not explanations help
the user to understand the reasons why a specific output was
not in the machine output [124].
In addition, systems can rely on new queries, changes to the
input, or hypothesized inputs to provide what-if explanations.
How-to explanations use the opposite procedure: systems
can allow the selection or adjustment of possible outputs and
explain hypothetical input conditions to produce that output.
Such methods can work interactively with the user’s curiosity
and partial conception of the system to allow an evolving
mental model of system through iterative testing.
Related Surveys
In recent years, there have been surveys and position papers
suggesting research directions and highlighting challenges
in interpretable machine learning research [75, 45, 40, 72,
29]. Here, we summarize several of the most relevant peer-
reviewed surveys related to the topic of XAI across active
disciplines. While all surveys in this section add value to
the XAI research, to the best of our knowledge, there is no
Figure 1. A summary of XAI user types and the most commonmeasures
prioritized per user group.
comprehensive survey of evaluation methods for explainable
machine learning systems.
Many HCI surveys and reports discuss the limitations and
challenges in AI transparency [125, 70] and accountable al-
gorithmic decision-making process [69]. Others suggest a set
of theoretical and design principles to support intelligibility
of the system and accountability of human users (e.g., [51,
7]). In a recent survey, Abdul et al. [1] presented a thorough
literature analysis to find XAI related topics and the relation-
ship between topics. They used visualization of keywords
topic model and citation network to present a holistic view of
research efforts on XAI from privacy and fairness to intelli-
gent agents and context-aware systems. Further, visualization
surveys follow visual analytics goals like understanding and
interacting with machine learning systems in different applica-
tions [75, 108, 3, 31]. In a recent example, Homan et al. [49]
provide an excellent review and categorization of visual ana-
lytics tools for deep learning applications. They cover various
data and visualization techniques that are being used in deep
visual analytics applications. In machine learning, Guidotti et
al. [40] present a comprehensive review of machine learning
interpretability methods. Also, Montavon et al. [85] and Zhang
et al. [132] focus on interpretability in deep neural network
models.
Different from all the related surveys mentioned above, our
survey provides a multidisciplinary and comprehensive catego-
rization of evaluation methods for XAI systems and presents a
model for end-to-end design and evaluation of XAI systems.
CATEGORIZATION OF XAI EVALUATION METHODS
While an ideal XAI system should be able to answer all user
queries and meet all XAI concept goals [41], researchers de-
sign and study XAI systems with specific explanation goals
and specific users. Evaluating the explanations demonstrates
or assesses the effectiveness of explanation systems for these
goals. In this regard, researchers evaluate the XAI outcomes by
different measures such as human-machine task performance,
user reliance and trust in machine learning, and accuracy of
the user’s mental model.
In this section, we categorize XAI evaluation methods based
on their targeted users and evaluation measures. We justify
our reasoning by describing why and how these two factors
affect the evaluation method for XAI systems. However, we
note that although our organization is based upon our review
of available literature, we do not claim our characterization as
perfect or the only way to organize evaluation methodologies.
To help summarize the characterization along with example
literature, we present a cross-reference table (Table 1) of XAI
evaluation literature to emphasize the importance of evaluation
measures and users. It is important to mention that this table
does not contain all papers reviewed in this survey.
Targeted Users
Most XAI systems are designed exclusively for a specific
explanation type, application, and user. Different explanation
characteristics such as explanations type, length, and level of
detail will be affected by the explanations purpose and user.
For example, while machine learning experts might prefer
highly detailed visualization of deep models to help them
optimize and diagnose their systems, end users of daily-use
AI products do not expect full detailed explanations for every
query from a personalized agent. Therefore, we distinguish
XAI evaluation subjects into three general groups of machine
learning experts, data experts, and AI novices. The reason for
this categorization is that XAI systems are expected to provide
the right explanations for the right users. Meaning that it is the
most efficient to design and evaluate an XAI system according
to the user’s needs and levels of expertise.
T1: AI Novices
AI novices refer to end-users who use AI products in daily
life but have no (or very little) expertise on machine learning
systems. These include end-users of intelligent applications
like personalized agents (e.g., home assistant devices), social
media, and e-commerce websites. In most smart systems,
machine learning algorithms serve as internal functions and
APIs in a more extensive application. XAI systems are ex-
pected to respond directly to their end-users with a human-
understandable explanation or clarification. In this regard,
creating abstract and yet accurate representation of compli-
cated machine learning explanations for novice end-users is a
challenge for XAI explanation design.
HCI researchers evaluate XAI systems with multiple measures
to find out how to improve the end-user experience. For exam-
ple, studying users’ mental models of the AI is one primary
measure for evaluating XAI systems with novices (e.g., [64,
70]). The effects of explanations on end-users’ reliance on
the system is another common research goal (e.g., [50, 35]).
Related to this, an intuitive and user-friendly interactions de-
sign can enhance users experience and therefore end-users
comprehension and reliance on an XAI system [86].
Both between-subject and within-subject experimental designs
are common in evaluating XAI systems. To compare the eval-
uation outcomes with a baseline, researchers often compare
XAI outcomes with AI (i.e., no machine explanations) out-
comes. Other times, the comparison is between different ex-
planations types, complexity, and formats. There are various
metrics commonly used in research to measure users’ mental
model and trust through human subjects studies. User per-
formance on human-machine tasks, user precision and recall
in predicting machine outputs, user trust and confidence on
machine predictions, and user success in predicting AI out-
comes are examples of measures used in evaluation. Below,
we briefly introduce two evaluation types commonly used in
HCI research to evaluate machine learning explanations.
Table 1. Tabular summary of our XAI evaluation dimensions of measures and targeted user types. The table includes a representative subset of the
surveyed literature organized by the two dimensions. Although, most papers study machine explanations with more than one measure, to reduce clutter
and redundant references numbers, we listed references based on their primary evaluation measure.
Interpretability Measures Data Novices Data Experts Machine Learning Experts
User’s Mental Model [64] [67] [70] [100][102] [117] [44] – –
Human-Machine
Task Performance
[39] [63] [65] [100]
[88] [124] [116] [71]
[62] [25] [19][36]
[53] [73] [20] [14]
[76] [107] [9] [61]
[115] [83] [75] [94]
[55] [133] [74]
User Satisfaction
of Explanation
[10] [71] [34] [89]
[15] [66] [112] – –
User Trust
and Reliance
[50] [8] [97] [90]
[35] [43] [5] [50] [16] –
Computational Measures – –
[131] [59] [105] [100]
[22] [110] [101] [129]
In-lab studies
Lab-based studies involve of inviting human participants to
collect feedback regarding users experience with the XAI
system. User feedback can be collected in various forms such
as system logs, questionnaires, self-reports, and think-aloud
reports. Although users of in-lab studies provide high-quality
data and feedback about their experience with the XAI system,
the downside of in-lab studies is that running this type of study
is time-consuming and difficult to scale to a large number of
participants.
Online and crowdsourced studies
Online studies provide the benefit of collecting data from study
participants without requiring schedule coordination between
an experimenter and participant, and participants are often
able to complete the study at their convience of time and
location. Crowdsourcing is the key to scalable online data
collection from human-users [60]. In a crowdsourced XAI
evaluation design, remote users would participate in the study
to review machine explanations and provide feedback. Many
data collection methods are still possible (e.g., performance
logs, questionnaires, and self-reports) in crowdsourced studies,
but methods such as interviews or not often feasible. It is also
advisable that online studies are designed to hold the attention
of participants for the duration of the study, as experimenter
monitoring and intervention are not possible. As a result,
online studies often use micro-tasks to increase data quality.
Other methods to ensure data quality in crowdsourcing studies
are manipulation checks and attention checks during the study
as a form of data validation.
T2: Data Experts
Data experts include data scientists and domain experts who
use machine learning for analysis, decision-making, or re-
search. This group of targeted users also includes researchers
or workers who analyze data in specialized domains such as
cybersecurity [36, 9], medical [19, 62], text analysis [76, 73],
and image analysis [103]. These users might be experts of cer-
tain domain areas or experts in general areas of data science,
but for of our organization, we consider users in the data ex-
perts who generally lack expertise in the technical specifics of
AI or machine learning algorithms. This group of users often
uses interactive data analysis tools, recommender systems, or
visual analytics systems that combine interactive interfaces
and algorithms.
Data experts also benefit from machine explanations to inspect
uncertainty and investigate algorithms prediction accountabil-
ity. For example, machine-learning explanations help data
experts to find problems with training-bias in supervised ma-
chine learning models. Therefore, a main challenge for data-
analysis and decision-support systems is to increase model
transparency and user awareness with visualization and inter-
action techniques [109]. Visual analytics approaches can help
data experts to tune machine learning parameters for their spe-
cific data in an interactive visual fashion. Visualizing details
and explanations of machine learning output may result in
better understanding the machine algorithms behavior [76].
Similar to evaluations with AI novices, evaluating analytics
tools for data knowledgable users and domain experts often
involves human subjects. However, many intepretable analyt-
ics tools are designed for data and machine learning experts.
Visual analytics expert evaluations enter when controlled ex-
periments fail due to high cognitive tasks [122]. In practice, it
can be difficult to gain access or take the time of large num-
bers of experts for evaluation, which often makes it difficult to
evaluate with controlled studies.
Case studies, expert reviews, and focus groups are often used
for evaluation of visual analytics and decision-support tools
for experts [95, 18]. Case studies aim to collect experts users
feedback while performing high-level cognitive tasks. Expert
review and interview sessions in case studies involve informal
question answering and experts think-aloud to measure experts
satisfaction. After interviewing experts individually or in
the form of focus groups, analyzing the experts’ thoughts,
agreements, and disagreements is useful for informing design
and assessing usability issues. Experts can tell us how well
the current design can help them in understanding complex
machine learning models, and these reviews are also valuable
parts of the visual analytics design cycle [87, 121].
T3: Machine Learning Experts
Machine learning experts are scientists and engineers who de-
sign interpretable machine learning algorithms as well as other
machine learning algorithms. Various visualizations and visual
analytics tools help these machine learning experts to verify
the model accuracy [74, 55]. However, machine-generated ex-
planations can also be evaluated with computational methods
(rather than human-subject review) especially to validate the
explanation trustworthiness. Computational evaluations are
common in the field of machine learning and focus on measur-
ing the accuracy of the explanations in terms of mirroring what
the model has learned. Various computational experiments
have been used to measure machine-generated explanations
faithfulness to the model, as well as evaluating explanation
reliability by simulating a real user.
The main goal of computational evaluations is to measure ex-
planations truthfulness in terms of describing model behavior,
mirroring what the model has learned, and assessing general
computational performance. The main challenge is that there
is no ground-truth explanation available for black-box models
to compare the results.
To name primary measures used in literature for computational
evaluation of explainable machine learning we can mention,
the accuracy of explainable models, generating explanation’s
speed, explanations consistency, explanations precision and
recall (comparing to an interpretable model), and comparison
with state-of-the-art explanation methods. There are also ex-
amples of simulating human users to evaluate users trust in
machine-generated explanations.
Data analysis tools also can support interpretable machine
learning in many ways such as visualizing network archi-
tecture and inspecting learned model parameters [49]. Re-
searchers have implemented various visualization and interac-
tion designs to better understand and improve machine learn-
ing models. Visual analytics designs have also been developed
to help machine-learning novices to learn deep models by
interacting with simplified representations of models [114].
Evaluation Measures
In addition to user type, evaluation measure is another im-
portant factor in the design and evaluation of XAI systems.
Explanations are designed to answer different interpretability
goals, and different measures can verify explanations good-
ness for that purpose. Since a system’s evaluation plan should
match the design goals, researchers evaluate XAI goals with
different measures and metrics. For instance, study designs
to evaluate users trust in XAI systems take different metrics
from evaluation plans for measuring explanations quality. Ta-
ble 1 shows a list of five evaluation measure that we extracted
from the literature. We categorize the main XAI evaluation
measures in the following sections.
M1: Mental Model
Following cognitive psychology, a mental model is a repre-
sentation of how a user understands a system. Researchers
study users’ mental models to determine user understanding
of intelligent systems in various applications. For example,
Costanza et al. [23] studied how users understand a smart
grid system, and Kay et al. [56] studied how users understand
and adapt to uncertainty in machine learning prediction of a
bus arrival times. In the context of XAI, explanations help
users to create a mental model of how the AI works. Machine
explanation is a method to help the user in building a more
accurate mental model. Psychology research has also explored
structure, types, and functions of explanations to find essential
ingredients of ideal explanation for better user understanding
and mental models [77, 57, 78]. In order to find out how an
intelligent system should explain its behavior for non-experts,
research on machine learning explanations studied how users
interpret intelligent agents [28, 93] and algorithms [99] to find
out what users expect from machine explanations [70, 28].
A useful way of studying user comprehension of intelligent
systems is to directly ask the user about the intelligent system’s
decision-making process. Analyzing user interviews, think
alouds, and self-explanations provides valuable information
about user thought process and mental model [65]. On studies
of how explanations complexity affect user comprehension,
Kulesza et al. [66] studied the impact of explanations sound-
ness and completeness on the fidelity of the end users mental
model in a music recommendation interface. Their results
found explanation completeness (broadness) had a more sig-
nificant effect on user understanding of the agent compared to
explanation soundness. User attention and expectations when
using intelligent systems may also be considered as means
used as implicit methods for assessing user understanding and
approximating a user’s mental model [117]. In another exam-
ple, Binns et al. [11] studied the relation between machine
explanations and user perception of justice in algorithmic
decision-making with different sets of explanations style.
Interest in developing and evaluating human understandable
explanations has also led to interpretable models and ad-hoc
explainers to measure mental models. For example, Ribeiro et
al. [100] evaluated users understanding of machine learning
algorithm with visual explanations. They showed how expla-
nations mitigate users overestimation of an image classifier
and choose the better classifier based on their explanations.
In followup work, they compared the global explanations of
a classifier model with the instance explanations of the same
model and found global explanations were more effective
solutions for finding the model weaknesses [102]. In an-
other paper, Kim et al. [58] conducted a crowdsourced study
to evaluate feature-based explanation understandability for
end-users. In the understanding of a machine learning model
representations, Lakkaraju et al. [67] presented interpretable
decision sets, an interpretable classification model, and mea-
sured users’ mental models with different metrics such as users
accuracy on predicting machine output and length of users’
self-explanations.
M2: Human-Machine Task Performance
A key goal of XAI is to help end-users to be more successful
in their tasks involving machine learning systems [51]. Thus,
human-machine task performance is a measure relevant to all
three groups of user types. For example, Lim et al. [71] mea-
sured user performance in terms of completion time and test
accuracy to evaluate the impact of different types of explana-
tions. They showed machine explanations to have a significant
impact on users’ accuracy in their task. Also, explanations
can assist users in adjusting the intelligent system to their
needs. Kulesza et al. [64] study of explanations for a music
recommender agent found a positive effect of explanations on
users satisfaction with the agent’s output, as well as on users’
confidence and experience with the system.
Another use case for machine learning explanations is to help
users to justify the correctness of system output [39, 61, 116].
Explanations also assist users in debugging interactive ma-
chine learning programs for their needs [63, 65]. In a study of
end-users interacting with a email classifier system, Kulesza et
al. [63] measured users’ mental models and classifiers perfor-
mance to show explanatory debugging benefits both user and
machine performance. Similarly, Ribeiro et al. [100] found
users could to detect and remove wrong explanations in text
classification, resulting in training better classifiers by rewiring
the algorithms and changing its logic. To support these goals,
Myers et al. designed a framework that users can ask why and
why not questions and expect explanations from intelligent
interface [88].
Visual analytics tools also help domain experts to outperform
in their tasks by providing model interpretation. Visualizing
model structure, details, and uncertainty in machine outputs
can allow domain experts to diagnose models and adjust pa-
rameters to their specific data for better analysis. Visual an-
alytics research explored the need for model interpretation
in text [126, 53, 73] and multimedia [20, 14] analysis tasks,
and they demonstrate the importance of integrating user feed-
back to improve results. An example of a visual analytics tool
for text analysis is TopicPanaroma [76] that models a textual
corpus as a topic graph and incorporates metric learning and
feature selection to allow users to modify the graph interac-
tively. In their evaluation procedure, they ran case studies
with two domain experts. A public relations manager used the
tool to find a set of tech-related patterns in news media and a
professor analyzing the news media impacts on public during
a health crisis.
In analysis of streaming data also automated approaches in are
error-prone and require expert users to review model details
and uncertainty for better decision making [107, 9]. Goodall
et al. [36] presented Situ, a visual analytics system for discov-
ering suspicious behavior in network data. The goal was to
make anomaly detection results understandable for analysts,
so they performed multiple case studies with cybersecurity
experts to evaluate how the system could help users to improve
their task performance.
Other than domain experts using from visual analytics tools,
machine learning experts also use visual analytics to find
model architecture shortcomings or training flaws in deep
neural networks to improve classification and prediction per-
formance [75, 94]. For instance, the LSTMVis [115] and
RNNVis [83] are tools to interpret RNN models for natural
language processing tasks. In a recent example, Kahng et
al. [55] designed a VA system to visualize instance-level and
subset-level of neuron activations in a long term investigation
and development with machine learning engineers. In their
case studies, they interview three Facebook engineers and data
scientist to use the tool and reported the key observations.
Another critical role of visual analytics for machine learning
experts is to visualize model training processes [133, 74]. An
example of a visual analytics tool for diagnosing the training
process of a deep generative model is DGMTracker by Liu et
al. [74]. DGMTracker helps experts understand the training
process by represents training dynamics. They conducted two
case studies with experts to validate the efficiency of DGM-
Tracker in understanding the training process and diagnosing
a failed training process.
M3: Explanation Satisfaction
End-user satisfaction and understanding of machine explana-
tion is another measure to evaluate explanations in intelligent
systems [10]. Researchers use different subjective factors such
as understandability, usefulness, sufficiency of details, and
accuracy to measure the explanatory value of the machine
explanations to users [82]. Although there are implicit meth-
ods to measure user satisfaction [46], most literature follows
qualitative evaluations of explanations satisfaction with ques-
tionnaire and interview methods. For example, Gedikli et
al. [34] evaluated ten different explanation types with users rat-
ing of explanations satisfaction and transparency. Their results
showed a strong relationship between user satisfaction and
perceived transparency. Similarly, Lim et al. [71] evaluated
explanation understandability and learning time on the sys-
tem by presenting different types of explanations like “why”,
“why not” and “what if” explanations. To study the impact of
explanations complexity on users comprehension, Narayanan
et al. [89] studied how explanation length and complexity af-
fect user response time, accuracy, and subjective satisfaction.
To investigate explanations in real-world use case, Lim and
Dey [70] also studied user understanding and satisfaction of
different explanation types in four real-world context-aware
applications. In contrast, Bunt et al. [15] considered whether
explanations are always necessary for users in every intel-
ligent system. Their results show that the cost of viewing
explanations in diary entries like Amazon and YouTube rec-
ommendations could be more than their benefit.
Note that, for simplicity, our organization does not explicitly
include direct user satisfaction and verification of explanations
as primary goals of evaluations of interpretable systems for
data experts, user comprehension of visualizations and interac-
tions usability are always considered as a part of the evaluation
pipeline during interviews and case studies.
M4: User Trust and Reliance
User trust in an intelligent system is an affective and cognitive
element that influences positive or negative perceptions of a
system [79, 48]. Initial user trust and the development of trust
over time have been studied and presented with different terms
such as swift trust [81], default trust [80] and suspicious trust
[12]. Prior knowledge and beliefs are important in shaping the
initial state of trust; however, trust and confidence can update
in response to exploring and challenging the system with edge
cases [47]. Therefore, the user may have different feelings of
trust and mistrust during different stages of experience with
any given system.
Researchers define and measure trust in different ways. User
knowledge, technical competence, familiarity, confidence, be-
liefs, faith, emotions, and personal attachments are common
terms used to analyze and investigate trust [79, 54]. For these
outcomes, user trust and reliance can be measured by explic-
itly asking about user opinions during and after working with
a system, which can be done through interviews and question-
naires. Additionally, trust assessment scales could be specific
to the systems application context and XAI design purposes.
For example, multiple scales would assess user opinion on
systems reliability, predictability, and safety separately. An
example of a detailed trust measurement setup is presentation
in work by Cahour and Forzy [17], which measures users trust
with multiple trust scales (constructs of trust), video recording,
and self-confrontation interviews to evaluate three modes of
system presentation. Also, to better understand factors that
influence user trust in adaptive agents, Glass et al. [35] studied
which types of questions users would like to be able to ask
an adaptive assistant. Others have looked at changes to user
awareness over time by displaying system confidence and un-
certainty of the machine learning outputs in applications with
different degrees of criticality [5, 56] .
Multiple efforts have studied the impact of XAI on developing
justified trust in users in different domains. For instance, Pu
and Chen [97] proposed an organizational framework for gen-
erating explanations. They measured perceived competence
and intention to return as measures for user trust. Another
example compared user trust with explanations for different
goals like transparency and justification explanation [90]. They
considered perceived understandability to measure user trust
and show that transparent explanations can help reduce the
negative effects of trust loss in unexpected situations.
Evaluating user trust in real-world applications, Berkovsky et
al. [8] evaluated trust with various recommendation interfaces
and content selection strategies. They evaluated user reliance
on a movie recommender system with six distinct constructs
of trust. Also concerned with expert trust, Bussone et al. [16]
measured trust by Likert-scale and think-alouds. They found
explanations of facts lead to higher user trust and reliance in a
clinical decision-support system.
Many studies evaluate the user trust as a static state. However,
it is essential to take users experience and learning over time
into account to measure the user’s trust. Collecting repeated
measures over time can help in understanding and analyze the
trend of users developing trust with the progression of experi-
ence. For instance, in their trust assessment study, Holliday et
al. [50] evaluated trust and reliance in multiple stages of work-
ing with an explainable text-mining system. They showed the
level of user trust in the system varied over time as the user
gained more experience and familiarity with the system.
We note that although our literature review did not find direct
measurement of trust to be commonly prioritized in analysis
tools for data and machine learning experts, users’ reliance
on tools and the tendency to continue using tools are often
considered as a part of evaluation pipeline during interviews
and case studies. In other words, our summarization is not
meant to claim that data experts do not consider trust, but
rather that we did not find it to be a core evaluation goal in the
literature for this user group.
M5: Computational Measures
Machine-generated explanations can also be evaluated by com-
putational methods instead through human-subject studies.
Computational methods are prevalent in AI and machine learn-
ing research to verify explanation correctness and usefulness.
However, in many cases, machine learning researchers often
consider model consistency, computational interpretability,
and self-interpretation of their results as evidence for expla-
nation correctness [91, 129, 134]. In other cases, Zeiler and
Fergus [131] discuss how the visualization of convolution neu-
ral networks can help find model weaknesses and obtain better
prediction results. Another example is the Deep Visualization
Toolbox [128], an interactive tool to explore convolutional
neural networks. This toolbox visualizes activation layers of
a convolution neural network in real-time and gives intuition
about “how the system works” to the user.
Others study trustworthiness for edge cases where these meth-
ods give unreliable explanations [59, 105]. An example of
such investigations is Kindermans et al. [59] work on unrelia-
bility of explanations from saliency methods. Their findings
show that to achieve reliable explanations from saliency meth-
ods, the methods should fulfill input invariance to mirror the
sensitivity of the model itself. In some cases, comparing a
new explanation method with other state-of-the-art explana-
tion methods (e.g., LIME [100]) is a way to verify explanation
quality [22]. In other work, Ross et al. [106] designed a
comprehensive set of empirical evaluations to compare their
explanations’ consistency, features, and generation speed with
the LIME ethod [100]. Several methods including simulation
experiments and explanations precision comparison have been
used to measure machine generated explanations stability and
accuracy. For example, Ribeiro et al. [100] compared explana-
tions generated by their ad-hoc explainer to explanations from
an interpretable model. They created gold standard explana-
tions directly from the interpretable (sparse logistic regression
and decision trees) models and used these for comparisons in
their study. The downside of this that evaluation is limited to
generating gold standard by an interpretable model.
In a different approach, Samek et al. [110] proposed a frame-
work for evaluating heatmap explanations for image data that
quantify the importance of pixels with respect to the classifier
prediction. They compared three different heat-map expla-
nation methods for image data (sensitivity-based [113], de-
convolution [131], and layer-wise relevance propagation [6])
and investigate the correlation between heatmap quality and
network performance on different image datasets.
User-simulated evaluation is another method to perform com-
putational evaluations of machine-generated explanations.
Ribeiro et al. [100] simulate users trust on the explanations and
models by defining “untrustworthy” explanations and models.
They tested a hypothesis about how real users would prefer
more reliable explanations and choose better models. The
authors later repeated similar user-simulation evaluations in
their Anchors explanation approach [101] to report simulated
users precision and coverage in finding better classifier by only
looking at explanations.
DISCUSSION
In our review, we discussed multiple XAI evaluation mea-
sures appropriate for various targeted user types. Table 1
presents a 2D categorization of existing evaluation methods
that organizes literature into along two perspectives: evalu-
ation measure and targeted users of the XAI system. Now,
we summarize considerations for a comprehensive evaluation
of end-to-end explainable intelligent systems followed by a
nested evaluation model for XAI systems (Figure 2).
Given that machine learning, visual analytics, and human-
computer interaction research disciplines actively work in
design and evaluation of interpretable intelligent systems, XAI
evaluation should be interdisciplinary effort that takes consid-
eration for both human and computational elements.
Considerations for XAI Evaluations
In this section, we discuss considerations for XAI designers
to benefit from the body of knowledge on XAI design and
evaluation. Similar to user-centered design principles [2], we
suggest considering design and evaluation of explainable in-
telligent systems as the usability engineering cycle to increase
expected outcomes.
As research communities have different priorities in design
and evaluation of interpretable machine learning systems, we
suggest to begin the XAI evaluation plan with identifying the
intended user. As discussed in the prior sections, studies
involving XAI applications for novice end-users have a sepa-
rate path than applications for domain experts and also from
computational measures of interpretability.
Next is to choose an XAI application that consists of ma-
chine learning explanations to benefit the targeted user’s pri-
mary goals and needs. This may also affect the underlying
interpretable machine learning model, interpretable interface
design, explanation format, and even measure details like
choosing right constructs of trust. However, in some cases,
evaluation plans limited to studying specific design factors
and does not necessarily require a practical application. It is
crucial to choose the application domain at the early stages of
the study [87].
Depending on the XAI application, user type, and underlying
machine learning models, it is then possible to choose the
explanation type and format to continue with the design plan.
Explanation format also usually has restrictions for the inter-
pretable model’s or ad-hoc explainer’s output format. Similar
to user-centered design, at this stage, one can perform prelimi-
nary evaluations of user satisfaction and understandability of
explanations. Possible factors to study are including expla-
nations format (e.g., verbal, visual, or analytical), type (e.g.,
why, why not, what, how), and the appropriate level of de-
tail. At this step, explanation interfaces and agents translate
machine-generated explanations to a user-understandable (and
satisfactory) content for the end-user.
Based on goals and expected outcomes of an XAI system,
one would choose higher-level measures to study explanations.
In some situations, however, the study may prioritize achiev-
ing sufficient satisfaction ratings above all else, so it may
not require measuring deeper forms of user understanding and
feelings about XAI. As found in our review, user trust and men-
tal models are common measures for applications targeting
novice users. These applications include explainable recom-
mendations systems, personal agents and intelligent interfaces.
However, human-machine task performance is commonly used
in applications for domain and AI experts. Visual analytics
tools are often designed for users with specific types expertise
such as data scientists, deep learning engineers, and other do-
main experts (e.g., medical physicians, cybersecurity experts,
economic analysts). In other circumstances, a novice user’s
mental model may result in better operation of intelligent sys-
tems, thus leading to outcomes. For example, explanations in
recommendation systems may not only improve user’s men-
tal model and trust in the system, but also lead to improved
overall decision making and higher user satisfaction.
XAI Design and Evaluation Model
Following our review and organization, we now present a
multilayer model for XAI system design and evaluation. The
impetus for this evaluation model was the desire to organize
and relate the diverse set of existing XAI design and evaluation
papers that cover a broad set of goals. With this model, we aim
to further facilitate an interdisciplinary path to XAI research
and system design. The model is intended to give guidance
on what evaluation measures are appropriate to use at which
stage of an XAI design. Taking an emphasize on an efficient
design and evaluation pipeline, we split the XAI evaluation
process into three levels:
1. Interpretable Models
2. Explanations Interpretability
3. XAI System Outcomes
Figure 2 summarizes our three-level model for end-to-end
XAI system design and evaluation.
The innermost layer
Understandable models are the core foundation of an XAI
system. Interpretability is what we aim to deliver to the end-
users, and we need to achieve it in the back-end of the system.
The goal for the innermost layer is to design interpretable
models (or generate machine explanations) and verify explana-
tions trustworthiness. Machine learning experts contribute by
designing interpretable models (or ad-hoc explainers) with dis-
tinct features and explanation types. Machine learning experts
also evaluate the explanations’ trustworthiness (or fidelity of
ad-hoc explainer to the black-box model) with computational
measures. The interpretable machine learning designers are
not only engaged in the interpretability and accuracy trade-off
but also are involved with explanations trustworthiness and
Figure 2. XAI Evaluation Model: our nested evaluation model for evaluating explainable machine learning systems. The innermost layer (Red) presents
design and evaluation of interpretable machine learning algorithms. The middle layer (Blue) shows design and evaluates human understandable
explanations and explainable intelligent interfaces and agent. The outer layer (Green) demonstrates evaluation of XAI system outcomes with end-users.
reliability. This layer is essential because any unreliability of
interpretability at this inner layer will propagate to all other
outer layers.
The middle layer
This layer can be viewed as the translator for an XAI system.
An elegant translation (i.e., verbal, visual, or visualization) of
machine-generated explanations is what we aim to deliver to
the end-users, and we need to present it at the front-end of the
system. The goal of the middle layer is to design human under-
standable explanations, explanation agents and interfaces, and
visual analytics tools and verify their usability. HCI and visual
analytics designers employ user-centered design principles
and verify designs with subjective evaluations of satisfaction
and mental models for different types of users.
The outer layer
The outermost layer focuses on outcomes of using the XAI
system. The aim of this layer is to verify what the intelligible
design has gained for the end-user. In other words, the goal is
to measure XAI system’s impact on user trust, reliance, and
human-machine performance in performing tasks. Evaluation
designs in this layer are very much dependent on the applica-
tion domain, and various subjective and objective measures
can be used to evaluate XAI system success with regard to the
expected outcomes.
CONCLUSION
We reviewed XAI-related research to organize evaluation meth-
ods and show a mapping between user groups and evaluation
measures, and we proposed a nested model for the design and
evaluation of XAI systems. The model can serve as a reference
when designing and evaluation of new interpretable systems or
for assessing the strengths and limitations of evaluations. For
example, evaluating a newborn interpretable machine learn-
ing algorithm’s output using human subjects through a weak
user or crowdsourcing study may not be meaningful or pro-
ductive if core computational changes are still in progress
that would ultimately change the entire model interpretability
and explanation format later. It may also not be prudent to
expect improvements to interpretable algorithms to directly
improve user’s trust or task performance without revisiting the
explanations and the impact on end-user outcomes.
The model highlights that interpretability issues in the inner
layers will inevitably propagate to the outer layers. In the end,
we want to further emphasize the need to consider machine
explanation as a process over time for human-users rather than
a constant factor. The user’s process of shaping and refining
the mental model includes a series of interactions with the
explainer followed by learning system and unlearning miscon-
ceptions. We hope this model drives further discussion about
the interplay between design and evaluation of explainable
artificial intelligent systems.
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